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RACE  1 : This is a  C1 to start the night’s racing. PLAY APPLE TREE (3) won well last start when was 

able to lead throughout. She draws to find the lead again here so will give them plenty to chase. 

VANDER JENKINS (8) was very impressive last start. He is the lone runner off the back row so will get 

every chance to round these up so has a great winning chance. BOLTNMACH (4) is another racing 

and can do it tough in his races. He will push forward to find the breeze and is sure to be in the 

finish. ORIGINAL ART (5) was much better last start so with a bit of luck in the run can figure. ROCKET 

SEAL (1) and EBABE (2) both draw to get runs so have to be included in the chances. OSCAR 

BLAKEDON (6) and BILLABONG BERTIE (7) are going ok so have to be included in the multiples. 

TOP PICK : PLAY APPLE TREE (3) is racing very well so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : VANDER JENKINS (8) really impressed me last start so is the danger along with 

BOLTNMACH (4). 

ROUGHIE : ROCKET SEAL (1) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS :  3 – 4 5 8 – 1 2 – 6 7 

 

RACE  2 : This is a 3yo & older non winners. BAROOZA (5) was having his first start when never had 

much luck in the run but was spotted hitting the line very strongly. He will be hoping to settle handy 

and if does will take a power of beating. BILLY KHAN (8) is racing very well of late so if he can 

overcome the inside of the back row will take holding out. HIGHVIEW CHRISTINA (10) was well 

supported on debut but galloped and got beaten a long way. She will be hoping to be on her best 

behaviour and if she is she will be thereabouts. BLITZEMGAMBLE (1) is very one paced but does stick 

on well. He draws the pole so if his able to hold up will be in the finish at good odds. IDEN UP THERE 

(2) is a well related first start so will pay to keep safe as has drawn well. OUR BOY MACH (3) and 

ORIGIN BILLY (4) have been thereabouts at times so with a touch of luck can be figure at good odds. 

PUNTER KARALTA (7) , LA EBONY KITA (11) and KIRBYELLE (12) are capable a minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK :  BAROOZA (5) was good first up so will take beating here. 

DANGERS : BILLY KHAN (8) is racing very well so is the danger along with HIGHVIEW CHRISTINA (10) 

as long as she scores up.  

ROUGHIE : ORIGIN BILLY (4) can figure at odds with the right run. 

RATINGS :  5 – 1 8 10 – 2 3 4 – 6 7 9 11 12 

 

RACE  3 : This is another division of the C1. STREZLECKI WILDONE (1) resumed last week from a 

lengthy break in where she never had much luck. She draws the pole here so expect her to improve 

big time as she has the speed to hold up then from there will take plenty of running down. 



ANGKRISTY (2) was a good winner three runs back. She draws well here so if she was able to get 

across the pole marker will give a bit of cheek. BRIDESTAR (3) will pay to forgive latest run when had 

no luck. He draws well here so can figure in the finish. TERROR JONES (5) has had a little freshen up 

gets into a winnable race if she produced her best so keep safe at odds. IVE GOT OOMPH (7) is 

capable of pulling out a run at times. He draws the top of the track but if gets into the race at some 

stage will battle away well. ROBERT MOREAU (4) , PARIS EXPRESS (6) and ZOOMBA (8) are all 

capable of filling a minor place at odds. 

TOP PICK : STREZLECKI WILDONE (1) draws well so can improve enough to win here. 

DANGERS : ANGKRISTY (2) draws to be a danger along with BRIDESTAR (3). 

ROUGHIE : IVE GOT OOMPH (7) has a hope at odds. 

RATINGS :  1 – 2 3 – 5 7 – 4 6 8 

 

RACE  4 : This is a very good quality C4/C6 with plenty of chances. MAYBE RAMA (3) was super 

impressive winning last start after doing all the work and holding off some handy types. He draws 

well again here so will be hoping to find the top and if does will be the one to beat. GIULIANI (10) is 

another very smart type who has drawn to follow him through so will be up and around them early 

so will try and dictate from the breeze so is a huge winning chance. ANINCHOFHISLIFE (1) was a very 

good winner last week when well driven. He draws the pole here and does race better with a sit so 

may hand up then will have to rely on getting a crack at them but can win if he does. REAL RIVER (6) 

returns from a stint in NSW in where he never had the best of luck. Hr draws the top of the track 

here so place look’s best. DAMITSAM (4) is always a chance if he gets the right so is a must for the 

exotics. RYKOV LEIS (12) is another handy type who found the 50m beyond him last time. Back to the 

mobile conditions suit so if can get a cart into the race he is a danger. PUNT ROAD DISCO (8) and 

KINKY BOOTS (9) are racing ok so are a must for the exotics at odds. 

 

.TOP PICK : GIULIANI (10) smart type who is the one to beat. 

 DANGERS : MAYBE RAMA (3) look’s the obvious danger along with ANINCHOF HISLIFE (1). 

ROUGHIE : RYKOV LEIS (12) will get out to very good odds and can win. 

 RATINGS : 10 – 1 3 – 4 12 – 6  8 9 13  – 2 5 11 

 

RACE  5 : This is a race for the 3yo and CO pacers. METRO DIGBY (10) is a smart type who was slightly 

disappointing last start. This is his third run back so he should be cherry ripe for this and as long as 

he goes around safely will take plenty of beating. MAJOR CALLUM (6) had his chance last time but is 

always thereabouts so has to be given a chance. WHO IS HARDEEN (9) has drawn to get a good run 

through here so will be handy throughout so has a chance at e/w odds. THESAURUS (2) does have a 



bit of gate speed so if can find the pegs first is one for the exotics at odds. FLYLIKA HAWK (4) , EMS 

CHOICE (7) and JAZZY JANE (8) are all capable of pulling out a run so are a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : METRO DIGBY (10) if at his best should be winning but don’t take silly odds. 

DANGERS : WHO IS HARDEEN (9) look’s a danger along with MAJOR CALLUM (6). 

 ROUGHIE : THESAURUS (2) can run a place at odds here 

RATINGS : 10 – 6 9 – 2 4 7 8 – 1 3 5 

 

RACE  6 : This is a stand start discretionary where Zeke Slater holds the key with four runners. STAR 

CHAMBER (2) did win the Show cup last week pretty well but lost the race on protest as went inside 

the marker pegs. He should be able to zoom to the lead tonight then will more than likely take a sit 

so if he gets a crack at them will take holding out. SPOT NINE (7) has been a revelation since been 

taken over by Zeke and is very adapt to the stand start. He goes back to the 20m here so will find 

this harder but you can’t leave him out. RUN RIPALONG (6) is another handy type resuming from a 

break who can sprint quickly with the right run so keep very safe. GREYSTEEL (5) got back into the 

winner’s list start which was good to see so if gets a good run in transit has a hope. UDOIT (4) will be 

hoping to ping away and if lobs handy can surprise at odds. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (1) are BABYITSU (3) 

a must for the exotics as are very good beginner’s. 

TOP PICK : STAR CHAMBER (2) will be the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : SPOT NINE (7) despite the 20m he is suited by the trip so is the danger along with RUN 

RIPALONG (6). 

ROUGHIE : ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (1) can surprise at odds. 

RATINGS : 2 – 5 6 7 – 1 3 4 

 

RACE  7 : This is a pretty good C2/C3 with some inform pacers going around. BRAVO CHARLIE (7) is in 

career best form and despite drawing the top of the track who will take plenty of holding out. He will 

be hoping they run along up front. KARALTA DAZZLER (5) will find this a little easier than latest run 

when had no luck whatsoever. He will push forward so will be on the pace throughout so is a leading 

chance. ISLAND DISCO (1) is a handy mare who is drawn to get every chance so has to be included.  

BLUE POINTER (6) is a handy type resuming from a break so will pay to keep safe.  TANGO TERRIFIC 

(2) has been racing very well since being taken over by Chris Howlett so is a must for the exotics. 

COOKED BOOKS (3) , OUR BEAU VITE (4) , GAVRAIL (8) and BETA BOLT (9) are all dangerous with the 

right run in transit so can surprise at odds. 

TOP PICK : KARALTA DAZZLER (5) has a good hope as long as he is e/w odds. 

DANGERS : BRAVO CHARLIE (7) is the obvious danger as he is in great form along with TANGO 

TERRIFIC (2). 



ROUGHIE : BETA BOLT (9) he is racing well and can win at odds. 

 RATINGS :  5 – 1 2 6 7 – 3 4 8 9 

 

 

RACE 8 : This is another C2/C3. This is a very open race MISTER PINJARRA (6) won well at his first run 

in the state. He is sure to have come on from that so is going to take plenty of beating here. GO LIKA 

SAAB LOMBO (9) will appreciate this easier assignment so with the right run he will take holding out 

at e/w odds.  SCRUFFY JAKE (8) is a consistent type who is always a chance in these races with the 

right run. MUSSLEROE BAY (5) was a good winner at good odds last week so has to kept safe. BONE 

FIDE HUSTLER (3) and SALOON IN SIGHT (4) are both dangerous with the right run so are a must for 

the multiples.  LITTLE VANCE LOT (7) is one at odds that may surprise with a bit of luck. 

TOP PICK : MISTER PINJARRA (6) is the hardest to beat in a tricky affair. 

 

DANGERS :  GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (9) this is a winnable race for him so is the danger along 

MUSSLEROE BAY (5). 

ROUGHIE : SALOON IN SIGHT (4) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 5 8 9 – 3 4 7 – 1 2 

 

RACE  9 : This is a C1 or better stand to finish the night. LE PREMIERE (6) returns from a successful 

stint in Victoria in where he won a few races. The big query is the stand start as he can be hit and 

miss so if he pings away he is clearly the one to beat. UNCLE BUZZ (1) led in a similar race to this last 

week and only got run down over the concluding stages so with a similar effort here is a danger. 

AVENTADOR (4) battled away well last start so if steps safely is a player in this line up. STRANGE 

CONDUCT (3) can ping the tapes so if he lobbed on top can give a bit of cheek at odds. HELEN 

WHEELS (7) is racing well so with the right run has an e/w chance. SIR YOIE (8) could bob at odds for 

the multiples. 

TOP PICK : LE PREMIERE (6) if begins safely is the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  AVENTADOR (4) this is a winnable race for him so is a danger along UNCLE BUZZ (1). 

ROUGHIE : STRANGE CONDUCT (3) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 1 4 7 – 3 8 – 2 5 

 


